
VIKING YouSafeTM Blizzard, immersion suit, SOLAS 
Product number: PS5002

n Multi-layer suit with integrated buoyancy

n	 PU coated Nylon shell with quilted thermal liner that doubles the insulation of a standard  
SOLAS immersion suit

n	 Recommended for Polar code applications

Meet our premium polar grade immersion suit, VIKING YouSafeTM Blizzard.
Based on a multi-layer system with double thermal insulation to protect you in the 
harshest conditions. Built-in buoyancy eliminates the need for a separate lifejacket, 
provides superior freeboard and enables faster donning in an emergency.

VIKING YouSafe™ Blizzard
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VIKING YouSafe™ Blizzard
MODEL

PPE
Protective Suits

YouSafe™ Blizzard | SOLAS/TC
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Approvals

- SOLAS/MED - 6- hour insulation
- TC

Outer material 

- PU coated Nylon

Lining

-  Integrated (quilted) thermal lining

Color options

- High visibility yellow

Design features

-  Tested to -62 degrees °C for storage and donning, to  
meet polar conditions

-  Oversized fit for easy donning and improved comfort
-  Integrated elastic suspenders for adjustable fit
-  Integrated buoyancy and 300gr/m2 insulation
-  Waterproof and extended zipper
-  Fully integrated boots with heavy-duty sole and  

adjustment strap
-  Strap-attached Neoprene gloves
-  Light, whistle, buddy line and lifting becket  

according to SOLAS
-  High visibility in dark water

Typical applications

-  Commercial vessels
-  Fishing vessels
-  Passenger vessels
-  Offshore Oil & Gas
-  Navy
-  Polar Code applications
-  Yachting

Sizes 

- 46/Small: Height from 140 cm to 175 cm,  
weight from 40 kg to 75  kg

- 54/Universal: Height from 140 cm to 200 cm,  
weight from 50 kg to 100 kg

- 58/Oversize: Height from 190 cm to 210 cm,  
weight from 100 kg to 160 kg

Test performance

-  Tested to -62 degrees °C for storage and donning 
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Specifications

Related items

VIKING YouSafe™ Gale,  
immersion suit, SOLAS (PS5019)

VIKING YouSafe™ Tide,  
immersion suit, SOLAS (PS2007)

Special instructions
-  Approved to be used without a lifejacket

Options
-   Airtight packing
-   High-grade VIKING sprayhood
-   Print

Service Interval
-  3 years (after 10 years - more frequently)
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